
FBI clippins file, King-Ray 

First stories do report Hanes was to consider representing flay only if returned to U.S. 

    
uw "Standard Fugitive Kit Costs $15 in Toronto - ~- and No Sweat." ' The lead under 

this headline said th:t "For les: than $15 James Earyf Ray bought himself the standard 
fugitive kit - a passport and two phoney birth certificates." 

  

His story was written the day before. 

wiv The plans of the yung for memorials are all preserved, some from the news tickers 
ked for Clyde [olson's personal attention. The FBI never forgot what its founding 

ather thought of Dr. King. 

With all 3] p 
   

      

  channels, the PRI's interest in , the crime was so > great C : al papers 
and their longer stories by those who kne' al scene d *pradeing the FBI 

| are translated in duplicate from a Puerto Rican paper but there ' nothing fr 
“emphis paperse Not even the pictures they published, pejancneitdandaadt hone are un- 
doubtedly in the local FBI office but they are not in the Headquarters file. 

Section 23 
    
     

    

A wire service story reporting Rev. “ames Bevel's helief Ray had not shot King is marked 
ox the 100 or internal security file, as are some clippings. 

(In section 3 dated 3/18/69 and marked for a number of files is a short item on Bud and 
a Dallas pictures. The sheet is marked Assassination of President Kennedy “ ohn &. 
Kennedy, 11/22/63, Dallas, Texas, File 62—109060 and Original Filed In 60-112697A 

News accounts say Stoner was able to sec Ray 3/26/69. 

3/19 Battle acknowledged receiving Ray's letter. 

  

      
  
on ark Lane. 

“Suchen 3 nb) 
Scanty, very incomplete on evidentiary hearing, Last entry on 4evis 11/75 announcement we 
of ; Petnvertigation. Rowan column reports FBI was feeding him stuff on Ray. Jyy wo owe 

ia 
Or 9/1 3/65 Lane interview wile Bubammed 1 Speaks Also Hided famlsa or 109060-A and ae 

Ltn uf 
c 

 


